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Therefore, since we have been justified by faith, we have peace with God through our
Lord Jesus Christ' (Romans 5:1). When Paul wrote these words he seemed confident
he made himself clear. But for centuries the Pauline doctrine of justification has been a
classic point of debate in Christian exegesis and theology. Following a helpful
introduction by the editors, this distinguished forum of biblical interpreters and
theologians offer a lively and informative engagement with the biblical, historical and
contemporary understanding of justification. The result is not only a fascinating probe
into Paul's meaning but also a case book in theological method.
The totalitarian systems that arose in the twentieth century presented themselves as
secular. Yet, as A. James Gregor argues in this book, they themselves functioned as
religions. He presents an intellectual history of the rise of these political religions,
tracing a set of ideas that include belief that a certain text contains impeccable truths;
notions of infallible, charismatic leadership; and the promise of human redemption
through strict obedience, selfless sacrifice, total dedication, and unremitting labor.
Gregor provides unique insight into the variants of Marxism, Fascism, and National
Socialism that dominated our immediate past. He explores the seeds of totalitarianism
as secular faith in the nineteenth-century ideologies of Ludwig Feuerbach, Moses Hess,
Karl Marx, Friedrich Engels, Giuseppe Mazzini, and Richard Wagner. He follows the
growth of those seeds as the twentieth century became host to Leninism and Stalinism,
Italian Fascism, and German National Socialism—each a totalitarian institution and a
political religion.
This revised and expanded edition explores more deeply how Christians can most
profitably and critically hear, read, and view pop culture.
Can the categories of classical Lutheran Christology be unleashed to express the
vitality of christological existence, an existence situated between Promise and
experience? If, as Martin Luther famously asserted in his Heidelberg Disputation
(1518), "true theology and recognition of God are in the crucified Christ," then such a
theological point of departure not only bore radical implications for his Christology, but
indeed also bears profound significance for theological discussions around the Word of
Promise, its structure, its experience, its plurality. With regard to the elaboration of the
two natures of Jesus Christ, such a point of departure permits a delineation of
Promise--"the body of Promise"--who is bound to, who suffers, the nihil of human
existence. Which means: such a point of departure affords us equally the opportunity to
consider and probe the implications of the nihil as the medium of both threat and
Promise. Is this a promising threat? Or a threatening Promise? Ultimately, Promise is
delineated from within hermeneutical origins--the christological function of Scripture, the
text--and, developed through to its diverse expression as the body of Promise,
translated into christological existence. Within this context, categories of classical
Lutheran Christology begin to express new vitality. Along the way, the Word of
Promise--as developed within the trajectory of Luther's theology of the cross and his
radical delineation of the two natures of Jesus Christ--receives further sharpening within
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the context of discussion with such theological voices as John Caputo and Jacques
Derrida, Hans Holbein the Younger, Albert Schweitzer, Matthias Grunewald, Carl
Braaten, Karl Barth, Michael Welker, and Samuel Terrien. Ultimately, we are permitted
to confess: There is one Crucified. And he is plural.
This volume examines the historical, political, and theological context of the creation of
the Barmen Declaration, issued by the Confessing Church in resistance to the Nazi
regime in Germany. Containing contributions from an inclusive array of renowned
scholars, the volume unfolds the lasting legacy and continued relevance of Barmen.
This landmark text is the key resource for nurses working in the field of palliative care.
Edited by renowned nursing experts, and written by a dynamic team of internationally
known authorities in nursing and palliative medicine, the Oxford Textbook of Palliative
Nursing covers the gamut of principles of care from the time of initial diagnosis of a
terminal disease to the end of a patient's life and beyond. The text is distinctively
developed to highlight the nurse's vital role as part of an integrated palliative care team.
Various care settings are discussed including the hospital, ICU, home care, and
hospice. Chapters focus on the practical aspects of nursing care, including symptom
assessment, patient teaching, family support, psychosocial aspects of palliation, and
spiritual care. New to the fourth edition are chapters on the National Consensus Project
for Quality Palliative Care Guidelines, palliative care of veterans, palliative care in rural
settings, disaster situations, palliative care in Eastern Europe, and palliative care in the
Philippines.
Who decides what your church (local or denominational) will look like twenty-five or
thirty years from now? How can you ensure that your church will continue to fulfill its
God-given purpose in the next generation? What can be done now to reverse negative
trends in ministry such as pastoral burnout? Much of the answer to these questions
about pastors and other local church leaders is tied to the training they receive. Training
Spirit-Filled Local Church Leaders for the Twenty-First Century encourages all
stakeholders in ministry training—educators, pastors and other local church leaders,
church members, and those who sense God is calling them to ministry—to prayerfully
consider the foundational issues that determine the effectiveness and relevance of a
ministry training program. These foundational issues are: •What is the local church,
really? •What is spiritual leadership? •What is ministry training? •What is the role of the
Holy Spirit in all this? •What did effective training look like in the past, and what might it
look like in the twenty-first century?
Conflicts and controversies at home and abroad have led Americans to focus on Islam more
than ever before. In addition, more and more of their neighbors, colleagues, and friends are
Muslims. While much has been written about contemporary American Islam and pioneering
studies have appeared on Muslim slaves in the antebellum period, comparatively little is known
about Islam in Victorian America. This biography of Alexander Russell Webb, one of the
earliest American Muslims to achieve public renown, seeks to fill this gap. Webb was a central
figure of American Islam during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. A native of
the Hudson Valley, he was a journalist, editor, and civil servant. Raised a Presbyterian, Webb
early on began to cultivate an interest in other religions and became particularly fascinated by
Islam. While serving as U.S. consul to the Philippines in 1887, he took a greater interest in the
faith and embraced it in 1888, one of the first Americans known to have done so. Within a few
years, he began corresponding with important Muslims in India. Webb became an enthusiastic
propagator of the faith, founding the first Islamic institution in the United States: the American
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Mission. He wrote numerous books intended to introduce Islam to Americans, started the first
Islamic press in the United States, published a journal entitled The Moslem World, and served
as the representative of Islam at the 1893 World's Parliament of Religions in Chicago. In 1901,
he was appointed Honorary Turkish Consul General in New York and was invited to Turkey,
where he received two Ottoman medals of merits. In this first-ever biography of Webb, Umar F.
Abd-Allah examines Webb's life and uses it as a window through which to explore the early
history of Islam in America. Except for his adopted faith, every aspect of Webb's life was, as
Abd-Allah shows, quintessentially characteristic of his place and time. It was because he was
so typically American that he was able to serve as Islam's ambassador to America (and vice
versa). As America's Muslim community grows and becomes more visible, Webb's life and the
virtues he championed - pluralism, liberalism, universal humanity, and a sense of civic and
political responsibility - exemplify what it means to be an American Muslim.
"This book brings together the author's personal and professional link to the long American
Revolution in a narrative that spans more than 150 years and places the Revolution in multiple
contexts -- from the local to the transatlantic and hemispheric and from racial and gendered to
political, social, economic, and cultural perspectives. A descendant on his father's side from a
long line of Kentuckians, the author grew up torn between a father who embodied the
Revolution's poor white male driven by economic self-interest and racial prejudices and a
devoted and pious mother who saw life and history as a morality play. The author's intellectual
and professional 'encounter' with the American Revolution came in the 1960s as a young
historian specializing in U.S. foreign relations and Latin American history, an era when the U.S.
encounter with the Cuban Revolution in the hemisphere and the civil rights movement at home
served as reminders of the lasting and troublesome legacy of a long American Revolution. In a
sweeping narrative that incorporates both the traditional, iconic literature on the Revolution and
more recent works in U.S., Canadian, Latin American, Caribbean, and Atlantic world history,
the author addresses fundamental questions about the Revolution's meaning and legacy"-Shows that a religious understanding of illness and health persisted well into postEnlightenment early America The COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated the power of
narrative during times of sickness and disease. As Americans strive to find meaning amid
upheaval and loss, some consider the nature of God’s will. Early American Protestants
experienced similar struggles as they attempted to interpret the diseases of their time. In this
groundbreaking work, Philippa Koch explores the doctrine of providence—a belief in a divine
plan for the world—and its manifestations in eighteenth-century America, from its origins as a
consoling response to sickness to how it informed the practices of Protestant activity in the
Atlantic world. Drawing on pastoral manuals, manuscript memoirs, journals, and letters, as well
as medical treatises, epidemic narratives, and midwifery manuals, Koch shows how Protestant
teachings around providence shaped the lives of believers even as the Enlightenment seemed
to portend a more secular approach to the world and the human body. Their commitment to
providence prompted, in fact, early Americans’ active engagement with the medical
developments of their time, encouraging them to see modern science and medicine as divinely
bestowed missionary tools for helping others. Indeed, the book shows that the ways in which
the colonial world thought about questions of God’s will in sickness and health help to
illuminate the continuing power of Protestant ideas and practices in American society today.
"Luther can be a forceful teacher of lived religion. He can be a resource for the enrichment of
personal spirituality for members of all Christian confessions. Above all, Luther sought to help
people be struck personally by the word and work of Christ." So writes Jared Wicks in Luther
and His Spiritual Legacy, a work full of citations of Luther's teaching that shows the Reformer
treating major issues of Christian living that focus on conversion from self-reliance to trusting
God's word of grace. After a concise survey of the world in 1500, Luther's theology of the cross
emerges from his interpretation of Psalms and Romans. Once the Reformation reached an
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initial settlement, Luther produced attractive catechisms to counter ignorance of the Christian
basics among the people and their pastors. Luther's many-sided controversial arguments--with
Catholic opponents, the Reformation radicals, Erasmus, and Zwingli--were efforts to ward off
misconceptions of the central dynamics of Christian conversion. But Luther's later constructive
works offer a well-rounded account of life in Christ--characteristically marked by personal
certainty ever renewed from God's address, by eruptive spontaneity in doing good, and by
dutiful service in one's vocation.
Discusses the role of her Texas years in her life and work
Winner of the Award of Excellence of the Foundation for Pentecostal Scholarship 2010. The
teaching of Kenyon, Hagin and Copeland that Jesus ‘died spiritually’ (JDS) is important
because of the influence of these men, not least on Pentecostalism. JDS originated with
Kenyon, and has been taught in the Word-faith movement by Hagin and Copeland, despite
much criticism. It incorporates three elements: in this death, Jesus was separated from God;
partook of a satanic nature; and was Satan’s prey. This theological appraisal takes research
far further than previous works, both in method and in scope. It concludes that adoption of JDS
by Pentecostalism would be damaging in several respects, and thus draw the latter away from
its moorings in traditional Christianity. Pentecostals and others are advised to reject the bulk of
this teaching.
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This is a collection of essays by leading neuropsychologists and cognitive neuroscientists to
honor Alexander Romanovich Luria and to highlight the enduring impact of his legacy on
cognitive neuroscience and clinical neuropsychology. A wide range of topics is covered, from
functional neuroimaging in neuropsychology to bedside evaluation techniques. Several
generations of neuropsychologists and cognitive neuroscientists are among contributors,
including those who closely worked with Luria, their own students, and others influenced in
their work by Luria's pioneering insights.
"Commissioned by the General Board of Higher Education and Ministry for use in United
Methodist doctrine/polity/history courses." This in-depth analysis of the connection between
United Methodist polity and theology addresses ways in which historical developments have
shaped--and continue to shape--the organization of the church. This revised edition
incorporates the actions of The United Methodist General Conference, 2004. The book
discusses continuing reforms of the church's plan for baptism and church membership, as well
as the emergence of deacon's orders and other changes to ordained ministry procedures. The
text is now cross-referenced to the Book of Discipline, 2004, including the revised order of
disciplinary chapters and paragraph numbering. Denominational statistics are updated, along
with references to recent works on The United Methodist Church and American religious life.
David Hotchkiss Price, a specialist in Renaissance cultural and ecclesiastical history, has
broken new ground with this comprehensive analysis of Renaissance humanism as the
foundation for Drer's religious art and, in particular, for Drer's reception of the Reformation
movements. Price also offers an innovative study of the relationships between text and image,
and a pioneering assessment of the representation of Jews in Drer's religious art. David Price
is Associate Professor of History and of Church History, Southern Methodist University.
The Leap of FaithThe Fiscal Foundations of Successful Government in Europe and
AmericaOxford University Press
History and Women, Culture and Faith is a five-volume collection of eighty essays and journal
articles spanning the extraordinary intellectual career of Elizabeth Fox-Genovese (1941-2007).
A working scholar for more than three decades, Fox-Genovese made significant contributions
to European and American southern history and became one of the most provocative scholars
and educators of her time as she evolved from a Marxist to a feminist to a prolife Roman
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Catholic. Although she authored or coauthored ten well-received books, her prolific output as
an essayist is less well known. This multivolume collection celebrates the scope of her
scholarship and invites a fresh assessment of her legacy and influence. After completing her
first book in the late 1970s, Fox-Genovese turned her attention to the history of women in
Europe, and, over the next thirty years, she emerged as a central and controversial figure in
women's studies. Published together for the first time, the nineteen essays in Volume I:
Women Past and Present reflect Fox-Genovese's influential development as a historian of
women, a feminist, and an individual who was not afraid to challenge her own previously held
ideas. Yet, while the essays span Fox-Genovese's changing ideology, they also give readers
the chance to view Fox-Genovese's work and scholarship as a coherent whole. Throughout
these essays, Fox-Genovese demonstrates a commitment to women's needs, to the study of
both women in history and women's texts, and to the claims that society has on female and
male individuals. Always informed by a historical perspective, her discussion is sometimes
explicitly historical, as in "Property and Patriarchy" or "Women's History in History." In other
instances her focus is more contemporary, as in "Feminism and the Rhetoric of Individual
Rights" or "Beyond Autonomy." In every case, however, her trenchancy of argument,
impressive erudition, and informed passion command serious attention. In her searching
introduction, Deborah A. Symonds maps the trajectory of Fox-Genovese's career and the
extensive historical and social engagements of Fox-Genovese's scholarship. Volume 1 also
includes a foreword by Peter N. Stearns, provost and professor of history at George Mason
University and editor in chief of the Journal of Social History.
Constructing a Theology of Prayer: Andrew Fuller’s (1754–1815) Belief and Practice of Prayer
fills a lacuna in Fuller studies. Bryant’s work is the first full treatment of Fuller’s theology of
prayer, demonstrating the vitality of prayer for Fuller’s ministry and theological reflection.
Bryant constructs Fuller’s theology of prayer through a systematic analysis of six major
doctrines: the doctrine of God, the Son, the Spirit, Humanity, the Church, and Last Things.
Each chapter explores both how Fuller’s doctrine influences his belief and practice of prayer,
and how belief and practice of prayer influence doctrine. The study convincingly demonstrates
how each major doctrine finds prayer as its corollary. As Fuller states, “Holy practice has a
necessary dependence on sacred principle.”
This is a thought-provoking book on the black-white academic achievement gap in Chicago’s
predominantly black communities of color and what highly effective school boards can do to
change it. In this book, the reader will be powerfully enlightened by a civil and human rights
debate that calls for effective leadership in our schools, beginning with effective school boards.
The primary agenda of effective school boards is raising student achievement performance
levels and engaging the school district community to attain that goal. These instructive
analyses of effective school board leadership builds on the research and wisdom of great
leaders. Simultaneously, it develops a breath of fresh air for school reformers who seek to
implement a new model and escape the insanity and pathology inherent in school board
dysfunctions and violations of our civil and human rights which prevents progress in Chicago’s
south suburban communities of color. In both highs and lows of awesome moments, as
educational reform leaders and school board members, we are in a strategic leadership
position to help school boards carry out their essential responsibilities for creating equity and
excellence in public education. In doing so, highly effective school leaders can team with our
school board leaders to lead our school district communities in preparing all students to
succeed in a rapidly changing global society. School board members doing the same things
over and over again and then expecting different results in academic outcomes is the definition
for insanity. Education is freedom. In an era of mass educational apartheid with its consequent
mass incarceration of blacks that has surpassed the enforced chattel bondage of slavery’s
peak numbers in 1860, this book addresses a subject that is critically essential, timely, and in
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need of immediate attention for the security, success, and ultimate survival of black America.
As the problems of the academic under-achievement gap is addressed in this book, it is also
essential that school boards, educators, and community and national leaders accept reality, to
view the problem in its true perspective, to contemplate it as it is, in providing essential
solutions toward removing limiting and limited school boards’ dysfunctions, obstructions, and
other barriers to academic achievement in effective school board leadership. Supporting
educational excellence will thereby produce more African American scholars in mathematics,
science, and in many other disciplines. This book will provide information and focus on some
key action areas that successful school boards in America and around the world have focused
their attention on: Vision, Standards, Assessment, Resource Alignment, Climate,
Collaboration, and Continuous Academic Improvement.

This is an open access title available under the terms of a CC BY-NC-ND 4.0
International licence. It is free to read at Oxford Scholarship Online and offered
as a free PDF download from OUP and selected open access locations. Why are
citizens in some countries more willing to pay taxes than in other countries? This
book examines the history of the relationship between citizens and their states in
five countries, (Sweden, Britain, Italy, Romania, and the United States), and
demonstrates how and why people in in some countries have come to trust the
government with their money while in other countries they do not. The book
explores the evolution of this relationship in detail, in each case showing how
some governments developed the fiscal and technical capacity to tax their
citizens fairly and deliver public services efficiently. In short, how and why some
countries became more trustworthy than others. The volume concludes by
examining the implications of these five cases for developing countries today and
the lessons that can be learned.
Thomas Kendall was sent as a missionary to New Zealand in 1814 to civilize and
convert the 'heathens', but was himself almost converted to the ideas of those
whom he had come to save. Judith Binney's fascinating account of his life has
been updated with an introduction that provides a contemporary perspective.
This book studies the development of ideas on freedom, coercion and power in
the history of economic thought.
This is a detailed description of the various Sufi orders and movements which
entered into the Balkans, the Crimean peninsula and other parts of Eastern
Europe following the Ottoman conquests. Many of the Sufis came from Christian
societies, principally from an Eastern Orthodox background, but others, such as
the Bosnians, from churches that were accused or suspected of heterodoxy of
belief and of antinomianism. These beliefs, together with pre-Christian beliefs,
influenced by Manicheanism, Dualism and pantheism, left their mark on Sufi
Islam. The book concentrates on the Bosnians, Bulgarians, Albanians and
Tatars. Their Sufism reflects their national aspirations, and their writings fuse
their mysticism, national faith and folklore in a Sufism which is quite distinct from
that in other regions of the Muslim world.
- Redemptoris missio, into all the world / Terrance L. Tiessen.
This volume reproduces nineteen chapters and articles published between 1991
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through 2008, on Manichaeism, and its contacts with Augustine of Hippo, its most
famous convert and also best-known adversary.
This book presents an outline of recent developments and approaches in
Christian historiography. It reviews and assesses four important contributions by
non-African historians to the field of study, Baur, Isichei, Hastings and Sundkler.
The author, former head of Religious Studies at the University of Zimbabwe,
argues that African historians/Christians are bringing fresh perspectives to the
study of African Chrisitanity and Christian history, and that the future of
historiography of Christianity in Africa lies in an open and critical dialogue
between African and non-African perspectives.
For well over a half century, American Universities and Colleges has been the most
comprehensive and highly respected directory of four-year institutions of higher
education in the United States. A two-volume set that Choice magazine hailed as a
most important resource in its November 2006 issue, this revised edition features the
most up-to-date statistical data available to guide students in making a smart yet
practical decision in choosing the university or college of their dreams. In addition, the
set serves as an indispensable reference source for parents, college advisors,
educators, and public, academic, and high school librarians. These two volumes
provide extensive information on 1,900 institutions of higher education, including all
accredited colleges and universities that offer at least the baccalaureate degree. This
essential resource offers pertinent, statistical data on such topics as tuition, room and
board; admission requirements; financial aid; enrollments; student life; library holdings;
accelerated and study abroad programs; departments and teaching staff; buildings and
grounds; and degrees conferred. Volume two of the set provides four indexes, including
an institutional Index, a subject accreditation index, a levels of degrees offered index,
and a tabular index of summary data by state. These helpful indexes allow readers to
find information easily and to make comparisons among institutions effectively. Also
contained within the text are charts and tables that provide easy access to comparative
data on relevant topics.
The Wesleys and the Anglican Mission to Georgia, 1735-1738 considers the fascinating
early history of a small group of men commissioned by trustees in England to spread
Protestantism both to new settlers and indigenous people living in Georgia. Four
minister-missionaries arrived in 1736, but after only two years these men detached
themselves from the colonial enterprise, and the Mission effectively ended in 1738.
Tracing the rise and fall of this endeavor, Scott’s study focuses on key figures in the
history of the Mission including the layman, Charles Delamotte, and the ministers, John
and Charles Wesley, Benjamin Ingham, and George Whitefield. In Scott’s innovative
historical approach, neglected archival sources generate a detailed narrative account
that reveals how these men’s personal experiences and personal networks had a
significant impact on the inner-workings and trajectory of the Mission. The original
group of missionaries who traveled to Georgia was composed of men already bound
together by family relations, friendships, and shared lines of mentorship. Once in the
colony, the missionaries’ prospects altered as they developed close ties with other
missionaries (including a group of Moravians) and other settlers (John Wesley returned
to England after his romantic relationship with Sophy Hopkey soured). Structures of
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imperialism, class, and race underlying colonial ideology informed the Anglican Mission
in the era of trustee Georgia. The Wesleys and the Anglican Mission to Georgia
enriches this historical picture by illuminating how a different set of intricacies, rooted in
personal dynamics, was also integral to the events of this period. In Scott’s study, the
history of the expansive eighteenth-century Atlantic world emerges as a riveting
account of life unfolding on a local and individual level.
In Clergy Burnout: Surviving in Turbulent Times, Revised and Expanded, Fred Lehr
explores the nature and practice of clergy codependence. In short, insightful, and easily
accessible chapters filled with many examples and stories from his own life and the
lives of those he has counseled, Lehr identifies the typical forms codependence takes
in the life and ministry of clergy. These forms include the chief enabler, who keeps
things functioning; the scapegoat, on whom everything that goes wrong is blamed; the
hero, the example, the pure and righteous one; the lost child, whom no one really
knows or cares about; the rescuer, who saves the day, fixes the problem, makes
everything all right again; and the mascot, the cheerleader, the one who offers comic
relief, brings down the tension level after a heated discussion. With a new preface, Lehr
places the current challenges of ministry in the context of broader cultural shifts. The
book concludes with a new chapter, Lehr's hard-won and carefully distilled words of
wisdom for those who serve in turbulent times.
This volume of essays, sponsored by the Newman Association of America, serves to
identify, preserve, and promote the legacy of John Henry Newman. It argues that
eleven major elements of Newman’s life and work speak to us today, and, in fact, are
very important resources for believers in their confrontation with the challenges of an
increasingly secular world. They also resonate loudly to a church in crisis both internally
and externally in its confrontation with that world. Ten authors, included among them
some of the world’s most noted Newman scholars, as well as several emerging ones,
address various aspects of Newman’s legacy on a host of subjects. These include the
nature and challenges of faith both for believers and contemporary “nones” with no
religious affiliations, an analysis of what and how we know things, particularly bearing
on religious matters, the experience of conversions, the place and meaning of
relationships in our search for God, especially those of family, home, and friendships,
the indispensable role of the church in our drive for holiness, the nature and importance
of education and its personal dimension, and the correct application of history in
studying and learning from Newman’s legacy. Those who have questions and who
think about these subjects, academics and non-academics alike, will find much to
ponder in these essays.
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